ACL Digital’s Cutting-edge Automation and Service Orchestration Framework

ACL Digital’s O’Rover is an advanced automation orchestrator framework that accelerates the adoption of automation and orchestration, offering centralized management. It is a distributed microservice-based architecture with unified control, providing end-to-end service delivery. It supports deployment on diverse cloud and container infrastructures, delivering services in Network Automation, 4G/5G Orchestration, Infrastructure Automation, MEC Deployment Management, Test Orchestration, and DevOps.

ACL Digital Global Orchestrator | Key Features/Capabilities

- Integrate different 5G components and services
- Single pane of operation for multivendor integration
- API based integrations
- Multi-domain, multi-tenancy automation
- Multi-cloud deployment
- Event driven automation
- Workflow based automation
- Super workflow creation
- Conditional branching/recovery
- Visualization & Reporting
- Monitoring & diagnosis
- Customizable Dashboards
- CNF/VNF/PNF integrations
- Integration of CI/CD frameworks
- Manage deployments & inventory
- Low code-No code solutions
- Extensible via plugins
- External system integration through plugins
5G Automation & Orchestration with O’Rover

Unlock hyper-automation’s power with O’Rover for seamless workflows, enhanced efficiency, and transformative outcomes. Trust ACL Digital’s expertise for a value-packed digital transformation journey.

**Infrastructure Automation Framework**
- Automate CI/CD/CT Operations
- Deployment Blueprints
- Inventory Management

**MDSO (Multi-Domain Service Orchestration) Framework**
- Service Catalogs
- Deploy 5G Use Cases
- Zero Touch & Day0/Day1/DayN Provisioning

**MDTO (Multi-Domain Test Orchestration) Framework**
- Integrate OEM Test Frameworks
- Automate Test Scenario Deployments
- Customise Test Suites & Reporting

**O’Rover | Key Benefits**
- Scalable cost savings
- Revenue growth potential
- Enhanced agility
- Improved performance and efficiency
- Abundant integration possibilities
- Enhanced reliability and increased availability

ACL Digital is a design-led Digital Experience, Product Innovation, Engineering and Enterprise IT offerings leader. From strategy, to design, implementation and management we help accelerate innovation and transform businesses. ACL Digital is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology consulting and engineering services.
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